Stevens Magic Presents...
Viktor Voitko’s

i-lite cup

An eye-catching, exceptionally visual and
memorable routine which will ador n any
magician’s performance! Even better, it’s
applicable to many different venues! You MUST
watch the video to fully appreciate the power of
this product. This incredible product is light-years
ahead of anything that has ever come out before.
The sequencing is amazing; it allows for
numerous, possible routines and variations!
Simply put—incredible. Remember, this is not
just an effect—it’s a routine!
The Magician, from an empty hand, catches
different colored lights from the air, using a
product we are well familiar with. He tosses them
inside the cup and the lights are seen to cascade
downward, in a zig-zag style inside the cup, oneby-one! Thus a previously empty hand now
produces colored lights (or red lights only) and throws them in the glass, filling the
glass to the top with lights! Next, the magician introduces a straw into the glass.
He mixes the straw inside the glass, causing the lights to change positions and
color (if desired). What happens next is incredibe, as the performer sucks on the
straw and the lights are now seen to be transported upward into the straw. Afterward,
the lights will glow in your mouth! That’s a perfect grand finale!
This product features four different programmable options! Both utilizing either
RED or multi-colored lights, as desired! Features two different time allotments.
Short Version—where you can catch and throw 10 lights (Red or Colored Lights)
Long Version—where you can catch and throw more than 20 lights (Red or
Colored Lights)
Each i-lite cup set includes: 1
Special Drink Cup (Plastic), 1 Special
Drinking Straw, 2 USB chargers, 2 LED
Light Tips, 2 Glow Tooth LED Lights,
and DVD Instructions in MPEG format.
Important Note: Lighting Ears is not
included in set.
Warranty: There is a three months
warranty only on the Special Drink Cup
and Special Drinking Straw.

325

$
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US Exclusive From Tony Curtis

Magic Wagon Presents...

The Wedding

The performer introduces a small leather case and, from it, removes what he
claims to be the world’s first approved DIY Wedding, Marriage Ceremony Kit.
This proves to be a slender teak wood frame tunnel/slide and a large metal washer/
ring.
The slide is shown to comprise two magnetic sections through which the ring will
pass freely. Each section is marked with a diamond shape motif—one said to
represent the “Man” and the other the “Woman”.
To enact the wedding ceremony, the two sections are reassembled and a lady
volunteer is asked to play the role of the bride. She places her forefinger through
the hole and the “ring” is then dropped into the slide. Obviously it cannot pass
completely through because of her finger but, when she withdraws it, the “ring”
naturally falls out of the bottom end.
Again she inserts her finger and the tip is held by the designated “groom” so that
it cannot be removed from the slide. The ring is again dropped into the slide and
the bride acknowledges that she can feel it resting on top of her finger.
After explaining what has taken place, the slide is divided to reveal that the ring is
now on her finger and she is married.
Comes complete with a custom-made leather case and instructional
DVD. Manufactured in 2017 by Magic Wagon Thailand.

295

$
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Mark Mason Presents...
The Justice Pad

Instantly reveal any number, any word, any
picture in the cleanest, fairest manner possible.
A 6 x 4 inch, spiral-bound note pad is given to
your spectator. While you look away, the
spectator writes any number and then tears the
page out. The paper is folded several times and
the pad is closed. This is all done while you are
still looking away. Under these circumstances,
with ZERO questions of ANY kind, you can
instantly reveal the number, with no re-opening
of the pad. The method is just brilliant.
Remember: Any number, Any word, Any
language, Any symbol or picture.
It Gets Better! The pad is re-set and ready to go again—right in front of your
audience in less than two seconds. The pad comes complete with the marker pen
and detailed training video instruction. The video is packed with handling tips, ideas
and bonus material. To refill the pad, simply remove the spiral binder and put in
any 6 x 4 inch sheets of paper and re-thread the binder. It will take you less than one
minute. You can use any spiral pad, from any stationers—it costs less than $1.00.

45

$

Where In The World
A deck of blank cards sits on top of a black
envelope. Inside the regular black envelope,
there is a postcard. The postcard could be
from anywhere in the world. The envelope
never leaves the spectator’s view. You explain
that your friend went on vacation and sent
you the postcard. Any spectator is asked to
guess which month your friend went on
vacation. Let’s assume they say March. Next
they guess which day in March. Let’s assume they say the 14th.

ABSOLUTELY NO FORCE—THEY CAN NAME ANY MONTH, ANY DAY.
The deck of blanks are removed from their card box. Every card has a city written
on one side. March is the 3rd month. One at a time, three cards are dealt face up.
Then 14 cards are dealt once again face up. They can see different cities on all the
cards. The card that lands on March the 14th is placed onto the spectator’s hand.
The envelope is opened and the postcard is slid out. It’s from the beautiful city of
ROME. The spectator turns over the card they are holding. It says Rome!
Works in any language. Instant reset. Only one deck. No memory work. Always
deal the deck the same way. Only one envelope. No switching the card. No adding
anything. Learn and perform this miracle in 10 minutes.

45

$
4
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Amazing & Baffling

Stainless Steel
Die Cipher II

For nearly two decades, DieCipher II has been magic’s
favorite pocket trick. This
Limited Edition Stainless
Steel Set Includes: the
Regular die, the ESP Die,
canister, lid, instructions
and The Shadow Principle
booklet. Limited edition run
of 100 sets.
The Shadow Principle Booklet
comes with advanced handlings
for Die Cipher II and ‘eye’
cards.
While the performer’s back is turned, a spectator places a die into the canister any
way he or she wants, then covers with the lid. The performer can turn around and
without asking a question, tell the exact number selected. Our Brass Die Cipher
II is a classic and has been a favorite pocket trick for over 20 years—
we still have these available at Stevens Magic as well. This Limited
Edition Stainless Steel Version is sure to please Die Cipher fans.

99.50

$

Expanded - Shimmed
Quarter With Bonus
This allows you to completely cover a
regular quarter and make the switch.
Even better, it comes with a gold colored
quarter so you can perform a visual color
change or use the shell for other
imaginative reasons.
This Expanded/Shimmed Quarter Shell fits over a regular quarter and can be
used for a variety of coin tricks, from Coin Matrix to vanishes and transposition
effects. Routines can be found online, in books and on DVDs. A shim has been
added to this coin shell so it can be used with the Raven® magic trick, magnetic
cards or magnetic pencils and similar devices. Perform amazing vanishes, changes
and transformations!
Bonus! This Expanded/Shimmed Quarter Shell comes with a matching Gold
Plated Quarter and instructions for The Midas Touch—a routine that uses a Raven.

29.50

$
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Robert Frederico Presents
Firefly
Magician shows a mini LED light to the spectator.
He simply touches the top of the green LED light
held between his fingertips and it magically lights!
The magician talks about Fireflies and how they
magically glow.
The green LED light represents the Firefly. He
folds his hands with fingers clasped and thumbs
touching, forming a circle. The Magic Firefly
appears to be flying/levitating inside his hands,
moving from side to side with no visible means of
support!
The Firefly light is bright enough to make your
thumb and finger tip glow—just like the
movie E.T. You end the routine and let
the Firefly go home. You can hand out
the LED light for examination.
This effect uses no threads, wires or
magnets. You won’t believe the method.
A very original and clever concept!
Instantly repeatable. Great for all
audiences!
Comes complete with photo instructions and an adorable routine. A bonus routine
and effect about a haunted candle is included with three special LED lights and
gimmick.

20

$

Silly George

Magicians, clowns or anyone can
do this! Show a real $1.00 bill to
be ordinary in every way. Ask a
friend or spectator what George
Washington could do that no
other President in history could.
Hand them a mini UV light and
let them shine the light for 10 to
15 seconds on the portrait of
George Washington. Watch as the funny image of Silly George appears, touching
his nose with his bright, red tongue!
Truly amazing and very funny! A great gag to carry around to lighten up any
situation. Comes complete and ready to perform with genuine $1.00
bill, dollar bill holder and mini UV light.

15

$
6
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Robert Frederico Exclusive
JFK Levitation
Version 2.0

Robert is the creator of The Ultimate Floating
Half, Solid Silver Levitation, Helicopter Coin,
The Incredible Shrinking Dime, Firefly and Silly
George... as well as his book, Disposable Coins
(with contributions by David Roth, Michael Ammar
and Doug Bennett.)
A JFK Half Dollar levitates/suspends above a
playing card with no visible means of support.
Magician passes the mini magic wand under and
over the coin to show nothing is there. He bends
the card even more from edge to edge and watches
how the coin magically hyper-suspends as if defying
gravity.
Magician brings the JFK coin back down to the
playing card and vanishes it, leaving a miniature
JFK Half Dollar underneath. He then hands out
the mini coin. Your audience is left bewildered.
The special Aluminum Foil Coin does all the work
along with a Bee playing card (credited to our
friend, Ben Harris of Australia). We can honestly
say there are no gimmicked coins in the magic
world like Robert Frederico’s! No other coin will
suspend on a threaded playing card, except these
handmade Aluminum Foil Coins. They appear
heavy in appearance, but are incredibly lightweight!
Robert Frederico first introduced his Foil Coins in
his book, Disposable Coins.
Effect comes complete with a practice coin and a
performance coin, mini coin and mini magic wand.
The detail on the gimmicked coin is incredibly
handmade with exacting detail!

30

$

There are a limited number of Old English Penny
Foil Coins with a Kennedy face on the obverse
side for this effect. Comes complete with three
coins (as listed above).

English Penny Foil Coin Version...$40
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True Quality In Action

Ninja Rings Hybrid

The Ninja Rings, made famous by Japanese
magician Shoot Ogawa, was proof that you
can take a classic effect that was previously
limited to larger venues and make it more
intimate and personal. Credit must also be
given to Masahiro Yanagida for originating
the Ninja Rings concept. There is absolute
brilliance in taking a classic stage-size effect
and making it applicable to street and even
close-up magic. In fact, with the Ninja Rings
one could now perform this classic in many
more venues thanks to the easy portability.
What is Ninja Ring Hybrid? This is the latest version of that series. We, at
Stevens Magic, are extremely impressed with the quality of the manufacturing.
You won’t find a visible trace left or joint where the rings are connected. Equally
appreciated is the fact the special ring has an applied curve which you will
immediately appreciate upon receipt. This allows for smooth linking and execution
of the routine.
Additionally, the Ninja Ring Hybrid contains a unique coating. In the past,
some other gold-colored rings lost their gold color after handling. Therefore, a
special new coating was created and is applied only to the Hybrid version.
Special Hybrid Package contains: Set of Gold Ninja Rings, Plush Carrying Bag,
Special Loop attachment and Ninja Ring Anniversary DVD featuring Masahiro
Yanagida & Shoot Ogawa—itself a $35.00 Value!

69

$

Brema Spirit Nut
Originated by Master machinist Carl Brema, this
has become a staple in the close-up arsenal of
many professional performers.
A brass nut is handed for inspection, along with a
length of cord. The spectator is asked to thread
the nut on the cord, and then to hold both ends of
the cord. It should be impossible to remove the
nut without letting go of either end, but that is just
what the performer does!

This is the finest set made and, while there are others copying this effect, none
can match the quality and design of the original Viking/Brema Spirit Nut. Can be
examined before and after the effect. Great for table-hopping or for any intimate
magic session.

60 Years A Classic!
8

22

$
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Fabulous Top Seller

Buma’s
Clever Keys

This effect can be performed with the
assistance of 1, 2, 3 or 4 spectators,
the size of your audience may vary.
The performer introduces a CLEAR
case with a felt bottom. It is seen to
hold four different colored metal
keys, RED, GREEN, ORANGE and
BLUE, all laid out flat. The keys are held in place by a single silicone band looped
around the center of the case. Four spectators are called upon to assist the performer.
The first spectator is handed the four colored keys from the case, at which time the
performer points out that the case contains four small slots that penetrate the entire
thickness of the clear case. The case is now handed to the first spectator who is
instructed to insert the colored keys randomly into any slot of their choice, resulting
in all of the keys to be seen upright and completely penetrating thru the case.
The performer then takes the case and points to the penetrating keys and says:
“DON’T LET ME INFLUENCE YOUR SELECTIONS IN ANY WAY!”
Now, one at a time, each of the four assisting spectators in turn is handed the case
and requested (with the performer’s back now turned to the audience) to completely
remove a single colored key from the case (being a color not yet chosen) and freely
display it for all to see (except the performer). It is then returned to its empty slot.
Only the audience members know what has just occurred with the colored keys!
The performer now turns and faces the spectator with the case and retrieves it
from them. He then removes all the keys from it.
The four assisting spectators are now instructed to turn their backs to the performer
and to place a single upright open hand behind their backs. The performer then
places a single colored key into each of the spectator’s palm open hands. They are
then asked to close their hand and make a fist with it. The four spectators are then
told to turn around and face the performer with their now closed fist in front of their
body. The performer now states: I HAVE NO IDEA WHICH OF YOU PICKED
WHAT COLORED KEY, then one by one, each of the four spectators are instructed
to name the colored key they had previously selected and to open their hands, when
they do so each of them is seen to hold in their hands. When they do so, each of
them is holding THEIR PREVIOUSLY SELECTED COLOR KEY!
Keys, band and clear case do the REAL work for you! Nothing added or taken
away, all is simple and examinable! No forcing or fishing for info, perform it
blindfolded! No magnets, electronics, sleights or mechanics, easy to do, nothing
gaffed or gimmicked ! Totally Impromptu, no prep, perform any time, anywhere
even surrounded, fits in your pocket! * See web site for performance video.
“This is a simple, strong and versatile effect!” -- Banachek

47.50

$
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Too Good To Miss!

Mark Strivings’

The 2 1/2 Star Miracle
The performer freely shows and shuffles a
deck of cards and also displays an envelope.
A spectator takes the deck and deals cards
face up, stopping anywhere they wish. The
resulting selection is set aside and it is clearly
shown that, had the spectator stopped even
as little as one card sooner or one card
later, the result would have been different.
The envelope is opened and a single
playing card is removed. It is the very same
card as the spectator’s free selection!
This is a genuine classic in the world of
mentalism. Richard Himber and Al
Koran made their reputations with this
effect. In fact, Koran’s presentation came to be so widely admired that the trick
itself ultimately came to be identified with him all over the world. The updated
method contained in this package represents a quantum leap forward in the evolution
of amazing effect. In fact, if Koran were alive today, this would fool him!
Easy To Do. No Sleight of Hand. No Mental Calculator. No Rough and Smooth.
The Spectator Does All The Handlings of the Cards. A Commercial Killer.

20

$

John Kennedy’s

Double Whammy
A spectator shakes three colored dice
inside a coffee cup and memorizes the
number on one of the dice. Not only do
you reveal the number, but you magically
extract the die from underneath the cup!
NEW HANDLINGS ARE INCLUDED!
This new and updated version of Double
Whammy is bolder, more visual, and more
practical than ever before! It includes all
the latest handlings that John Kennedy has amassed over many, many years of
performance.
You will receive the dice, special carrying pouch and gimmick. The gimmick is built
into the custom pouch that holds the dice. Just carry it in your pocket and you’re
ready to go! Just about any cup can be used including ceramic coffee cups and paper
coffee cups (such as Starbucks). You can use your own cup or borrow a cup if you
prefer. Cup is not provided. John Kennedy will teach you everything on video.

29.50

$
10
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Mark Strivings’ Exclusives

Sight Unseen Case

The hottest utility item in
decades!
You receive a business card case that
looks completely normal, but allows
invisible access from the outside to
the inside. It can be handled
completely normally and casually
and will not reveal its workings. It is
very low tech—so nothing can go
wrong. The access is built into the
design of the case and allows for
literally hundreds of effects and
applications. You can perform nail
(or boon) writing, pocket writing,
billet switches, loading and unloading billets, peeks and glimpses of written material,
double writing applications, as well as dozens of others that have yet to be discovered.
Your case comes with a 20 page booklet of some of Mark Strivings’ handlings, as
well as descriptions of several techniques that will allow for any number of original
effects. Finally available again! Black only!

65

$

Symbol Minded
Read another person’s mind
anywhere, anytime and leave
written proof of your power!
Picture this... show a small stack
of cards, each bearing a picture
of an object, shape, geometrical
design, etc. Photo cards are
mixed and spectator selects one.
You remove one of YOUR
business cards and write
something on the back of your card. Spectator reveals what they are thinking and
turns over YOUR business card and finds it is the exact object they had selected
and was concentrating on! Of course, they keep YOUR business card!
You get 32 individual design cards, which you use over and over along with 40
“Revelation Cards” similar to what is pictured in this ad that are blank on the
opposite side ready for your rubber stamp and a 10 up “master copy” of the
Revelation Cards, ready to take to your printer and put on the back of your next
batch of business cards. Mark’s top selling effect at Lectures!

40

$
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Porper Magic Available Again!
The Nut Box

A great mystery from Joe Porper!
Spectator is asked to thread a metal bolt
into a brass nut—it takes 20-30 twists.
Then it’s the magician’s turn. Taking the
bolt from the spectator, in less than one
second, the bolt literally “melts” through
the nut. The spectator tries, but cannot
do the same. Can be examined before
and after trick. Comes in a presentation
box as shown.
Review for Nut Box by Joe
Porper—Andy Martin
Nicely made and clever. This is a nice
piece from Joe Porper. It comes in the
easily-identified hard wood case and is
made in Joe Porper’s popular anodized aluminum style. The effect is simple enough.
You show the nut in the box and ask a spectator to thread the bolt into the nut. It
clearly is very solidly threaded into the bolt. You have the spectator unscrew the
bolt and then you show them how, using magic, you can thread it instantly. And
this is what you do, one minute it is not threaded on the bolt and the next second
it is—no covers or anything to hide. The whole unit can be examined both before
and after. Source: www.andymartinsmagic.com

250

$

Jaks Billet Knife
Million Dollar Prediction Plus!! Joe
Porper and Pete Biro combined to design
a modern, classic letter opener, gaffed to
deliver a billet into a sealed envelope—
without being detected! That is exactly
what they have achieved with this device
and this is the latest version certified to
be genuine Joe Porper.
The latest batch features gold coloring
(however, future batches may revert to silver). Regardless of the color, you get both
a gimmicked and a non-gimmicked version. Also included are detailed instructions
on how to prepare the envelopes. In fact, several envelopes of the same size and
type are also included to get you started.
Back to market once again—the perfect tool for the mentalist—a billet knife that
instantly loads a sealed envelope with a prediction. Made famous by Al Koran’s
Million Dollar Mystery—this knife is made in the form of an innocent, quality
letter opener.

199

$
12
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Porper Magic Available Again!
Ghostly Linking
Finger Ring
The performer borrows three rings from
members of the audience. With little or no
moves, the three rings are linked together. Each
spectator identifies their ring in the chain of
three. No need to “switch in and switch out”
rings to show them for inspection. To unlink
the rings, the first spectator’s ring visibly falls
free, while the magician is holding the rings up
with one hand. The unlinking can be done with
one hand without even looking at the rings.
Following the first unlinking, the two remaining
rings are hung on a mechanical pencil, one
ring hanging below the other. The spectator holds her hands cupped below the
rings. On the spectator’s command, her ring melts free and drops into her hands.
No fiddling moves. The initial linking is diabolically simple—the rings are
automatically linked in the act of just slipping them onto your index finger as you
collect them from the audience. Again, you can do this without even looking at
your hands. Includes gimmicked linking finger ring; ungimmicked matching ring,
Koran-inspired mechanical pencil that
automatically unlinks the two final, borrowed
rings, and a custom wooden carrying case.
Instructions include detailed handling and Al
Koran’s original routine, written by Ken
Brooke, courtesy of Martin Breese.

695

$

Jumping Toothpick
Paddle
As is the case with all Joe’s paddles, they have
incredible attention paid to detail and, thus
quality. Phenomenal mechanics and
craftsmanship, being offered at a great price.
A perfect trick that can be carried with you at
all times.
Joe’s take on the classic jumping stick paddle.
It looks and plays like an all-time classic with
one difference—you end clean and everything
may be examined! Precision craftsmanship and
Porper ingenuity combine to make a real fooler.

50

$
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Porper Magic Available Again!
AmaZeRing

Joe Porper’s AmaZeRING will revolutionize
the Himber Ring Routine. The ease of use
with AmaZeRing is astounding; the gimmick
opens and closes automatically without any
fumbling or looking.
It’s a great new tool for the worker. Three rings
are borrowed from the audience and are linked
together in a chain. One ring is unlinked and
returned, the other two are displayed on a
mechanical pencil with one hanging below. On
the magician’s command, without touching the rings or going near them with his
hands, one ring visibly unlinks from the other and drops into his waiting, cupped
hand below!
It can also be used in a ring on/off stick or cord, and in other effects, limited only
by your imagination.
The first, and simplest routine we call the “Ghost Link and Unlink.” This was
created originally by Earl Nelson with the full-size linking rings, but is easily adapted
with the AmaZeRing.
The cleanup/switch routine is easy to do and is based on Dai Vernon’s display of
balls in the beginning of his Cups & Balls routine.

350

$

Red White Blue Paddle
As is the case with all of Joe’s paddles,
they have incredible attention to quality
and detail. Phenomenal mechanics and
craftsmanship, being offered at a great
price. A perfect trick that can be carried
with you at all times.
A paddle is cleanly shown to have three
yellow spots on both sides (NO paddle
move)—one spot is covered and changes
to red (on both sides). Another then
changes to blue and then the last turns
white. Finally (you guessed it), the paddle
is given out for examination.

45

$
14
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Porper Paddle Magic

Bird Cage Paddle

This is one of our favorites at Stevens Magic,
called Bird Cage or Parrot Paddle. As is the
case with all Joe Porper’s paddles, they have
incredible attention paid to detail and quality.
Phenomenal mechanics and craftsmanship,
being offered at a great price. A perfect trick
that can be carried with you at all times.
First the paddle shows a Parrot on one side of
the paddle and an empty birdcage on the other
side. A flick and suddenly the Parrot is seen
INSIDE the cage (on both sides). The paddle
can immediately be handed out for
examination.

45

$

Color Spot Paddle
Incredible attention paid to deail and quality.
Phenomenal mechanics and craftsmanship,
being offered at a great price. A perfect
trick that can be carried with you at all
times.
A small paddle is shown by the magician
to have a red spot on both sides. After a
magical pass, the spot turns white on both
sides. One more pass and the paddle has a
blue spot on both sides— and it can be
handed out for examination!

45

$

Money Paddle
It’s been said that “money talks.” Here’s a
trick that makes it multiply. Prove it by
acquiring three coins from your audience—
a penny, a nickel and a dime. At the end of
the trick, you’ll double their money—and
make an easy tip for yourself.
Paddle tricks are always great because they
are easy to carry and we all know that
money magic is a favorite of people everywhere. This product is manufactured in
the US by Illusion.Works (manufacturer of original Joe Porper Magic).

50

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
The
Razzle Dazzle
Game
The greatest “con game” ever! It
is the only game to be banned in
the entire world! A long time
favorite at carnivals and fairs! The
game has no peers, when it comes
to hustling money fr om the
sucker!
We are proud to be able to offer
this item to the world of magic.
This is for entertainment purposes
only! Long unobtainable! A well
kept secret for ages with the
carnies.
Three Card Monte (tossing the Queen),
Fast & Loose, and the 3 Shell Game
cannot compare with the Razzle
Dazzle Game. The game requires NO
sleights and NO gimmicks. It’s all dependent on tossing marbles out of a cup, and
where they land in holes on a board. Each hole has a number; you add the numbers
up (where they landed) to reach a total—get enough points and you win a prize! Of
course, attractive and expensive
prizes are displayed!
A wonderful demonstration at trade
shows, not to mention the fun at
your shows and friends’ parties. The
unit is portable—made from Walnut
and Maple. Precision made and very
durable. Comes with cups, marbles
and a number card. Simple and easy
to perform. Perfect for lectures
on gambling secr ets for
fraternal and social groups.
Excellent for trade show work: “They may lose at the game... but will
never lose with (name of your sponsor).”
See YouTube video demo—address is case sensitive:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxd7vM0GfVE.

Very Limited In Quantity!

16

375

$
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Collectibles
Rare, Original Collector’s Workshop Items
Over 50 Pieces From Rich Bloch and Nick Ruggiero

Clock Of San
Marcos
Good Condition
$125

Dr. Jaks Or Better

The Morelli Ring

Midas Cups

Perfect Time

Good Condition
$95

Good Condition
$50

Encore Laser
Good Condition
$75

Good Condition
$150

Good Condition
$325

PLEASE NO
TE: Extra shipping & insurance may apply to above items! Send for
NOTE:
complete list of rare Collector’s Workshop items by contacting Joe Stevens at
joe@stevensmagic.com

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog
or from www.stevensmagic.com.

(Code: SME61517)

Remember YOU must
MENTION the coupon
to use it!

Offer cannot be used in combination with any
other promotion or special. Some items are
non-discountable or listed as a special price,
these are not eligible for this coupon.
Collectibles are never eligible for coupon!

Expires June 15, 2017.
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:
MasterCard

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Minimum Ship Charges:
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $7.50
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In Or
der F
orm
Order
Form
Qty

Item
Price

Description

Total

Total
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Fantastic Card Reveals!
Jumbo Locking
Card Box

Ingenious locking flap box! Wonderful
workmanship!
A diabolic way to switch in or out any item
that will fit into the box.
A most attractive case to adorn your library
table. It will produce, vanish or exchange cards
in a jiffy. Yet, NO one can tell how.
Excellent accessory for any card effect—
Torn & Restored or cards, silks or billets
for a mental act. Can be inspected. Easy
to use. Original pieces (made years
ago) can bring up to $250.00.
You not only will want one...you NEED
one! Approximate Size: 8 x 5.5 x 1.5
inches.

125

$

5 To 9
IF you like comedy and laughs (who
doesn’t?) ...This is for you! A great
routine for a jumbo card revelation.
Guaranteed to get you laughs!
Magician first holds up a prediction card, but
does not reveal the face. Spectator then selects
a card and, before revealing their card to the
audience, the magician shows his prediction.
It’s the wrong prediction! Spectator is asked
to show the card they selected and it’s the 9 of
Diamonds. Oops! The magician turns over
his prediction card—it’s the 5 of Diamonds—
he looks embarrassed to say the least.
At that given moment, holding the jumbo 5 of Diamonds, the spots on
the card visually morphs into the 9 of Diamonds. Viola! He has saved
the day and welcomes lots of laughs at the finale!
Self working. A great filler. Fun & easy to do.
20

Limited Quantities!

Ya gotta love it!

30

$
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See Is Believing!

Abakus

We have done very well with Brian
Watson’s high-end version of this
effect titled Mental Logs Outdone.
But for those who are looking for
a more affordable version of this
classic—this is for you!
The performer displays four sticks
that feature four different numbers
listed top to bottom (column style).
He calls upon a volunteer
participant to take part in this
effect, asking them to mix up the
sticks and arrange them in any
order they choose. Once this is
done, the magician predicts out loud, a specific number. Upon waiting for the
participant to add up the sums and confirm the total—all are shocked to learn the
magician’s prediction is exactly the sum of the numbers!
This effect can be repeated many times with a different total number. This is
pocket-sized magic that is easy to carry, packs a punch and, as stated, can be
repeated! Perfect ice breaker at parties or a great way to try to get free drinks at
a bar!

15

$

Osmosis
The definition of an item passing through
a membrane.
A wonderful, magical penetration of a
“silk through cell phone”.
Simple, clever, original and beautiful! A silk is
pushed right through a cell phone and out the
other side, yet there is NO hole in the cell
phone. The cell phone can be passed out for
examination.
Don’t miss this one! Can use any cell phone.
Excellent for both close-up and parlor!
Everything can be examined!
“You must see the DVD performance! It
fooled me!” --Joe Stevens

25

$
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Two Classics—Same Principle
Electric
$100.00 Bills
The Electric Deck has always been
a favorite of magicians and
spectators. It shows dexterity,
uniqueness and skill by the
per for mer. Always creates a
sensation when properly presented
in a normal act or for great comedy!
(Further details below.)
The Electric $100.00 Bills work
with the same principle as the
Electric Deck.
They cascade from one hand to the other in
stunning sequence.
The nice thing about this is NO skill is
needed. It’s always in the handling. The
bills fall from one hand to the other like a
waterfall.
And the $100.00 bills look like original
bills from a distance. You will have fun
just playing with these items.

45

$

Electric Deck
This cleverly gimmicked deck lets you display
cards with a flourish—no skill necessary! The
cards flow from one hand to the other without a
single card falling out of place. You can spread
the cards up on your arm from wrist to elbow
too! Years of practice are made easy with the
Electric Deck. Made with poker-sized Bicycle
back cards, supplied with complete instructions.
(But due to the construction of the deck, you
cannot perform regular card tricks with this
deck!)

15

$
22
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Better Than Ever!
The Greatest
Krazy Kard...Of All
A professional SPOT card that goes beyond
any other similar card effect! A WONDERFUL
STAND UP or STAGE EFFECT! Easy to
perform. Great entertainment for ALL
audiences and a fooler as well! Up to EIGHT
changes!
Professionally made for
professionals. Self working. Splendid
entertainment—Don’t miss this one.
Krazy Kard is expertly made with high quality
materials. A quick comedy routine. You start
by showing three spots on one side and four
spots on the other side. Then you find the
spots multiplying with six spots on one side
and only one on the other side. You are really
surprised when you turn the card over again
and discover you now have eight spots!

47.50

$

Highly Recommended!

Six Bill Repeat
You know the classic routine—six bills are
counted, three thrown away, yet six remain.
Repeat over and over again. Magicians have
been doing repeat bill and card routines for
years. They’ve never had such high quality
props. The bills are made of a special plastic
paper, making them practically indestructible.
Can be used hundreds of times. But most
important, they look real! Specially gimmicked
and ready to perform. Comes complete with
a plastic wallet.

45

$
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Very Cleverly Done

SVENLopes
50 Black

Stevens Magic is excited to be
one of only two dealers to
introduce this item! We are
excited to offer another
application in this genre—that
has unique and completely
different applications with the
same eye on quality and
consistency.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!
Purchase a one way force deck with your Svenlopes! Then you will at least be
ready to utilize and get familiar with the prop.
Svengali Envelopes in poker size and black color. This pack of 50 envelopes contains
25 force envelopes and 25 regular envelopes. A 19-page set of detail
instructions containing several possible effects that you can incorporate
using this incredibly versatile gimmick!
Almost any routine out there for standard Svengali cards and/or SvenPad’s and
KOD pads (also available at Stevens Magic) can also be performed with
SVENLopes—with an added layer of deception.

25

$

Epic Writer
MagicWorld is proud to release the Epic
Writer... a revolutionary NEW Thumb writer that
allows you to write for the very first time in BALLPOINT PEN! Imagine being able to write your
predictions in the most popular pen in the world!
Simply take the nib from a regular pen, and drop
it inside Epic Writer, and you are ready to go.
The unique, flat design stabilizes your writing, making it one of the easiest-to-use
swami writing devices on the market today.
Epic Writer is powder coated, engineered to perfection. It is also magnetic, allowing
you to ditch and steal the device from anywhere you desire.
It's not simply a utility, but a COMPLETE COURSE IN
THUMB WRITING with nail biting routines by Mark
Elsdon, Luca Volpe, Raven Gaerloch, Atlas Brookings
and James Anthony—over 1.5 hours of video tutorials.

20

$
24
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The Other Brothers...
Ash Paper

In this commercial effect, the Other Brothers
present a way to cause a prediction—of anything
you like—to appear LITERALLY IN A BURST
OF FLAMES. Using the 40 sheets of speciallytreated black flash paper, you are able to reveal a
selected card, a shape, a number, a page number,
initials or anything else you can think of.
You apply a simple treatment to the area of the
paper you wish to REMAIN after the flash paper
is ignited, and the rest, as they say, works itself.
Just light the paper, and the excess space just burns
away in a beautiful, magical flash.
Ash Paper is ideal for television work, strolling
or parlor performances, and it creates the kind of
effect people will remember and talk about.
This is sold to adults only and is intended for entertainment purposes
only.

25

$

Bare Sharpie
In what is destined to become the go-to
trick for professionals around the globe,
Bare generates screams, gasps and
reactions like no other trick we know.
This special, hand-altered Sharpie
marker allows you to cause ANY card,
initials, number or simple shape to
appear on a spectator’s hand.
They hold out a hand—palm down—and you gently sprinkle salt, pepper, coffee
grinds or sand on their hand. By rubbing their hand gently, their thought-of shape
appears on their own hand.
The Bare Sharpie allows you to invisibly write or draw anything on YOUR hand,
which you easily and imperceptibly transfer onto their hand. The best part? It has
no scent or stickiness, and can be easily wiped
away after the performance. The pen lasts for
hundreds of performances, and is disguised
inside a real Sharpie marker. Easy to perform.
Includes download link for full video performance
and explanation.

35

$
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Nick Lewin Miracles

Taking Credit

Perfect for any working pro, or for anyone
who wants to be a commercial working pro.
This clever routine should be added to your
repertoire. This is one of those rare effects
that can be performed in a living room or a
large theatre with equal impact; it is a feature
effect that fits in your pocket without adding
any bumps to your clothing. A short and
powerful credit card transposition routine that
really packs a punch.
Features: Detailed DVD that contains two
different handlings, Uniquely Constructed
Bandana and 10 Custom Printed Outer
Envelopes (The “LeNick” envelope—a
modern day classic tool for the working
magician. Also includes a sample secret
gimmick complete with instructions (destined to become a classic utility prop).
This routine can utilize a credit card, debit card, ship board card, gift card, hotel
card etc. The DVD even explains the three trick sequencing that makes it such a
stand out in Nick’s professional show. Effects this strong and commercial don’t
come around too often—don’t miss out on it!
IDEAL FOR CABARET, CORPORATE OR THEATRE PERFORMANCE.

119

$

Coin Bite
This is Nick Lewin’s favorite close-up
trick—the one he never leaves home without
its being in his pocket. Fast, funny and totally
visual, it is perfect for any occasion.
The magician borrows a quarter, takes a bite
out of it—the coin is cleanly displayed in its
“bitten” state before being instantly and instantly
restored. Nick Lewin’s favorite giveaway!
FAST, VISUAL AND TOTALY MAGICAL. This
product is precision made in the USA and
perfectly constructed. It comes complete with
full instructions and everything needed for its
performance. Easy to perform and instantly
amazing, this is the way close-up magic should
look.

15

$
26
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More Magicial Winners!
Haunted Bottle

A small wooden bottle, sealed with a stopper, is
removed from a velvet pouch. The performer relates
the manner in which he came to own this unusual
artifact, and the secret it contains.
“The bottle actually contains the spirit of a Genie; a
wizard from long ago. This tattered parchment tells
the tale of the secret to controlling the Genie within
the little bottle. It helps us translate the weird and
mysterious glyphs on the base of the bottle.”
This is a great routine full of mystery and magic. The
bottle can be made to lie down or remain upright.
The performer is in complete control (as long as the Genie remains happy!)
This is not your standard imp in the bottle effect. A completely unique principle is
used here, and the spectators will not be able to discover the secret. The bottle
can be made to slowly tip over on your palm and suddenly stand upright. If the
spectator tries to duplicate your feat, he will be unsuccessful. Remember, no little
iron rod to secretly remove. No magnets, wires or invisible thread!
Comes complete with Haunted Bottle, velvet bag and routine with
ancient parchment that makes this a wonderful storytelling effect. Bottle
and stopper are hand-turned of select hardwood, then hand polished and rubbed
to achieve the beautiful luster of a precious artifact. Size of bottle is 3.125 inches
tall x 2.75 inches wide at the base.

60

$

Uncuppled
This is an unfathomable penetration.
Everything may be examined! The props are
simple... a coffee mug, a cord and a
handkerchief.

The cord is threaded through the handle of the
coffee mug. The mug and cord are covered with
a handkerchief. The ends of the cord are
threaded through a hole in the handkerchief.
The ends of the cord are then handed to a
spectator to hold. The spectator tugs on the cord
to make sure it is firmly attached to the mug. A
little magic, and the cord seemingly melts right through the handle of the mug!
Everything may be handed out for immediate examination. The handkerchief,
cord and coffee mug are all clean as a whistle. Yet, the entire effect is mechanical
and virtually self-working! Comes complete with coffee mug, cord, handkerchief
and very special gimmick.

47.50

$
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Magical Winners!

Stratosphere

Without question, one of the more
successful parlor and stage props
in magic. The ability to customize
it is incredible with different
routines and ideas. It’s a highly
visual, colorful routine.
Although there is just room in the
tube for the three balls, one on top
of the other, one ball just won’t stay
where it is placed. The ball placed
on top of the stack suddenly
appears on the bottom of the stack
of three. Next time, it’s found in
the center of the stack. Finally, the
performer takes this roaming ball and places it in a wooden box. When he flips it
open, the ball has vanished. The audience sees completely through the box. The
ball reappears in the plastic tube between the other two. The balls are brightly
colored in red, yellow and green.
Complete with clear plastic tube on base, decorated metal tube, balls, special wooden
box and several routines.

85

$

Silks Off Hanger
This long-unavailable effect is
back and with a new lower price!
Four silks scarves are displayed, each
tied to a thin wire coat hanger. The
magician holds the hanger at the tips
of his fingers. A spectator is asked to
call out any color scarf. As each color
scarf is called out, it mysteriously unties
itself and falls to the floor! It looks like
it has been untied by an “invisible
hand”—it’s an extremely spooky
effect.
Comes complete with four different
colored 18-inch silks, custom wire
hanger and complete instructions.

25

$
28
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Making The Impossible, Possible
Henry Evans’s

Daredevil Deck
The Daredevil Deck seems to be
an innocent Phoenix Deck, but it is
marked in a devious way! You will not
believe it! It is THAT bold! A marked
deck that you can read blindfolded,
with markings 350% bigger than the
Phoenix Marked Decks and 700%
bigger than the Ultimate Marked
Deck!
Perfect for Parlor, Stage and Video
Performances. And for all magicians
with bad eyesight, who cannot use a
Marked Deck any longer. The included
DVD teaches Henry’s Killer Routine, using the Daredevil Deck!

45

$

Alexander de Cova’s

Flash Restauration
A brilliant, instantaneous card effect, like you
have never seen! It’s over in seconds! A
card trick... but, oh what a routine and finish.
Get this... spectator chooses any card (no
forces). The card is torn into pieces, and
one piece is given to the spectator to hold.
Performer places the rest of the pieces on
top of the deck. He then tells the spectator
to watch closely. He slaps his hand down
on top of the deck. Viola! The pieces vanish
in an instant. What is left is the original card,
FULLY RESTORED—except for the one
piece that the spectator is still holding. It
matches the restored card! Unbelievable!
Quick visual magic. Easy to do. Absolutely no tough sleights. Great
for close-up and table magic. Brilliant thinking. Comes complete with a
regular deck of cards, the invisible gimmick and magnifying glass. You will love this
one! You must see the video demo—it’s very powerful!

25

$
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Devious Tricks

The Gift

2 Versions—Gold or Black
A unique concept from master creator Angelo
Carbone, The Gift is an effect with a method so
clever that you'll feel a giddy urge to reveal the
method to your spectators. We don't suggest that
you actually do this.
The spectator deals the cards face up and stops
wherever they want. They open The Gift Box
themselves and remove the prediction inside. The prediction will ALWAYS be correct!
Bonus routine included where your prediction is torn in half, and half of it is in view
the ENTIRE time before a card is selected. The other half is inside the box and, of
course, both torn halves match perfectly!
The spectator and the box do the hard work, but you come out the winner. The
Gift is a self-contained, precision-crafted device that makes the effect easy to perform.
It doesn't use any indexes or loads, and resets in seconds. Open the box, set up the
device and you'll be performing within minutes.
What you get: The Gift Box , Deck of Cards, 40 min instruction video with Angelo
Carbone and the ability to perform a miracle. Available in Black and in Limited
Edition Gold. The only difference between the two is the color!

The Gift Gold...$100

The Gift Black...$75

Sucker Punch
Coin gaffs can take traditional coin magic to
extreme levels, yet they come with a hefty
price tag. Within this single box is a sleek
and elegant 14-piece poker chip set that
empowers you to create an endless array of
miracles. Vanishes, productions, color
changes, transpositions and penetrations, just
about any trick you've ever wanted to perform
with coins, are all within the fistful of impossibilities that you can perform with
Sucker Punch!
And just to get you started, Eric Jones offers his coin mastery to teach you six
uber-visual yet practical effects that you can perform with the Sucker Punch set.
Sucker Punch includes: 3 Fly, Sun & Moon,
Circular Change, In The Hands Change, Trinity,
Through and 14-piece poker chip set. No matter
your skill level, you'll be sure to catch them offguard with Sucker Punch!

40

$
30
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Well Worth The Wait!

The Incredible Dr. Jaks
By Robert L. Bluemle

Co-Authored by Leo Behnke
Stanley Jaks was one of the highest paid
professional mentalists and close-up magicians of
his generation. Regarded as one of the first great
close-up magicians of the modern era, he worked
at top nightspots and hotels. Later, his career
became one of success after success as a platform
entertainer and mind reader.
The Incredible Dr. Jaks details 70 of his prized
effects. The feats use ordinary—and
extraordinary—objects, including cards,
newspapers and magazines, sponge balls,
miniature relics, pencils, crystal balls and more.
Jaks specialized in close-up and mental magic. The tricks described here all
fall into those two categories and are direct, professional-caliber effects from the
repertoire of a working professional.
The first 93 pages of the book provide an
illuminating, detailed look at Jaks’s life—
one full of struggle and triumph, but little
known until now. Jaks was a magician who
became famous in Ger many and
Switzerland, then became even more
famous when he emigrated to the United
States. He was a gifted man, the perfect
combination of artistic sense, personal
worth, physical dexterity, imagination and a sense of humor.
One of his first innovations was to put his props inside a hollow book that was so
beautifully bound that it could grace the shelf of any world-class library. He called it
his ‘book of mysteries’, and it was filled with mysterious objects that were
manipulated in a magical manner.
The 296-page book is bound in a dark red cloth, matching the leather of Dr. Jaks’s
original book, with gold titles on the
spine and the front cover and a dust
jacket of translucent Mylar. A fullcolor section displays his micro-magic
props and original Book of Mysteries.

69

$

Limited Quantities!
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The Scryer Books...

Scryer’s Band Of Readers --------------------------- $199
Scryer’s Black & White -------------------------------- $165
Carnival Of Secrets ------------------------------------- $145
Neal Scryer & Friends --------------------------------- $150
Scryer’s 13 ------------------------------------------------- $165
Scryer’s Secrets ------------------------------------------ $99
Scryer Speaks --------------------------------------------- $99
Scryer’s Vault ---------------------------------------------- $99
Strictly Scryer --------------------------------------------- $99

Scryer Catalog Special

**Buy Any 2 & Save $10.00!**
32
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Pete Biro’s Books...

Eggs, Bags & Gags (1) ---------------------------------Give A Magician Enough Rope (2) -----------------Bowling With The Stars (3) ---------------------------The Magic Of Emile Clifton (4) ----------------------Indian Cups & Balls (5) --------------------------------Comedy Linking Rings (6) ----------------------------Fred Kaps’ Cups & Balls & More (7) DVD -------Miscellaneous Miracles (8) ---------------------------John Ramsahy’s Cups & Balls (9)------------------The Last Lecture (10) ----------------------------------Fred Kaps’ Lecture Notes (11) ----------------------Funny Stuff (12) ------------------------------------------Memoirs Of A Spook Show Ghost (12) -----------Close-Up Magic 4 U (14) DVD -----------------------Ken Brooke A Lifetime Of Laughter (16) --------My Best Stuff (17) ----------------------------------------

$18
$18
$18
$18
$18
$18
$25
$18
$18
$18
$18
$18
$18
$25
$18
$18

Biro Catalog Special

**Buy Any 2 & Save $5.00!**
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Learning From The Best
The Show Doctor
By Jeff McBride

The Show Doctor is the first fulllength book of magic from Jeff
McBride, one of the great
magicians of our time.
This new book includes: 11
previously unpublished routines by
Jeff, including stage illusions, stand-up routines,
manipulation, close-up magic, cards and mentalism.
Revised versions of Jeff’s celebrated advice column
from MAGIC Magazine (2007-2010). Over 45,000
new, additional words beyond the original columns,
including many interviews and additional writings.
Book is 296 pages with soft cover.
Please note: Purchasers of the printed book will have full access to all the embedded
materials created for the digital version of The Show Doctor (developed in
partnership with MAGIC Magazine). This is over 30 minutes of new video content,
plus pop-up materials and essays.

Nick Lewin Teaches...

45

$

The Ken Brooke
Linking Ring Routine
The Linking Rings is a pivotal classic of magic due to its
powerful impact on any audience. Every magician is
familiar with the Linking Rings. However, it is now rarely
seen by lay audiences, and entirely new generations are
discovering and enjoying them.
Ken’s adaptation and additions to the Dai Vernon
“Symphony Of The Rings” are a perfect example of
the genius with which Brooke could take strong magic
and turn it into commercial, performing gold. When you
couple such iconic magicians as Vernon and Brooke, you end up with something
truly special. Ken’s additions to the routine, and the remarkable way he trimmed
every unnecessary element from it, make it a lesson in creating powerful magic
with big laughs.
In this meticulously detailed DVD, Lewin weaves every nuance and subtlety into a
perfect lesson in classic magic. Nick explains and articulates aspects of the handling
that only become accessible after 50 years of performance. Master the routine on
this DVD and have a true classic at your fingertips that can be performed anywhere,
anytime and for any audience!

DVD Only...$35

34
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